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2. Method

First abrief resume of the formalism of inclusive prob
abilities, for a complete description see [4, 5] : when using
the independent particle model with an effective Hamil
tonian H ef f the many-electron Schrödinger equation

(1)

(2)

ments for K- and multiple L-shell vacancy production are
available for a large number of symmetric and asym
metric heavy collision systems [6-10]. Up to date the
many-particle-hole inclusive probability theory has found
only few applications to those complex collision systems
because the formalism available in literature is too com
plex for systems with more than a few electrons. Thus
comparing with complex experimental measurements one
is often forced to use the single-particle model. The com
plexity of the formalism of inclusive probabilities is caused
by the large number of determinants to be calculated and
summed up. We present a scheme to reduce this com
plexity as well as the computational effort, thereby fa
cilitating the application of inclusive probabilities to col
lision systems with a large number of electrons. We also
present an application to the collision system 2.6 MeV
Ne 9 + on Ne for which detailed coincidence measurements
for K-K charge transfer are available. We compare results
performed within the single-particle model with calcu
lations using the inclusive probability theory to match
the full experimental questions including Auger-electron
in the L-shell of projectile and target.

reduces to a set of effective single-particle equations
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Since the first theoretical investigations to comprehend
ion-atom collisions within the independent particle model
considerable efforts have been put into matehing the
many-particle aspect of the collision problem and to take
the Pauli principle into account. Over the last two decades
several authors have developed and enlarged the theory
ofmany-particle-hole inclusive probabilities [1-5]. Within
the semi classical approximation the collision problem
asks for the solution of the many-electron time dependent
Schrödinger equation. On the basis of the independent
particle model (IPM) the effective many-particle
Hamiltonian is approximated by a sum of single-particle
Hamiltonians, thus reducing the electronic many-particle
problem to a set of single-particle equations for all elec
trons in the collision system. After solving this set of
effective single-particle equations the formalism of inclu
sive probabilities allows to calculate many-particle-hole
probabilities in terms of single-particle amplitudes.

Experimentally coincidence measurements between X
rays of Auger-electrons and angle resolved projectiles
yield detailed impact parameter dependent probabilities
for final subset occupancies and vacancies. Measure-

PACS: 31.20; 34.70.

1. Introduction

Abstract. Using the independent particle model as our
basis we present a scheme to reduce the complexity and
computational effort to calculate inclusive probabilities
inmany-electron collision system. As an example we pre
sent an application to K - K charge transfer in collisions
of 2.6 MeV Ne9 + on Ne. We are able to give impact
parameter-dependent probabilities for many-particle
states which could lead to KLL-Auger electrons after
collision and we compare with experimental values.
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where Yn n' are the single-particle density matrix elements

which must be solved for all j:=: 1,· .. , N electrons ln
volved in the collision system.

The solutions of the single-particle equations 2 yield
the many-particle solution Ii1... iN' tf >as the latter is a
determinant built-up from VI)(x, tf ) of the former.

The exclusive transition probability Pf l .. -r» to a final
configuration 1/1· .. IN> is given as a Nx N-determinant

PqL-q is given as an ordered sum over all probabilities
rt-: I,' .. .ti:
r.: <r,

Using (8) we express PqL-q in terms of simple inclusive
probabilities.

pL-q:=: ~ (Pj' f' - ~ Pj ' r. rq LJ I,' ", q LJ I,"', «- q+1

fl<···<fq fq+1

(9)

(10)pL-q:=: ~ p/q+I,' ',',fL
q LJ jl," . ,jq .

Fs «: ... <T:

L

r-::» ~ r-:»
q~qO - LJ q .

q=qo

(3)

(4)

Pf l ...fN :=: l<i1 • • .iN,tfl/1·· ·IN>1
2

:=: det (Y n n , ) ,

P.lI,· .. ,fq,fq+ I ,fq+2 - ...
fl< ... <T» fq+ I <fq+2

+

pL-q:=: ~ P.
q LJ jl,'" ,fq

fl< .,. <j~

-+ ... (-I)L-qpj, r-.r j')I,"', q, q+I,"', L '

(6)

(7)

(5)

Using the recursive relation

P j ' r:" P j ' r r + Pj/~I + Ij,I' .. q I'" q, q+ I I' .. q'

The inclusive probability Pf l . . 'j~1 L of finding q of N elec

trons in the subconfiguration 1/1··· I q>while the re
maining N - q electrons are not observed explicitly was
shown to be given as a q x q-determinant constructed from
the single-particle density matrix Y [5]

N

Ynn':=: L <hIVI)><VI j IIn'>.
)=1

with subscripts denoting occupancies and superseripts va
cancies permits to calculate inclusive probabilities with
occupancies as weIl as vacancies specified [5]. The inclu
sive probability p/q:.I:· .: .fi. of finding the q statesr., .r:
h, ... ,Iq occupied and the complementary configuration
I q+ 1'· .. ,IL empty in the subset Y of L states can be
expressed in terms of simple inclusive probabilities [5].

-(q+l)

+ (q+2)(q+ 1)
2 L

fl < . . . < f~1 < f~ + \ < f~1 + 2

(11)

with

!J3q+i:=: L Pfl," ·,f~+i·
f\ < ... <fq+i

Inserting (11) into (9) leads to
(8)

+

=F ... (-I)L-qp, " '.f i ,>: ,fq,fq+ I," ',fL

The probability P~~~:.I:~j,:/fL is exclusive in the subset Y.
Final subset configurations are detected in available

experimental measurements by measuring one or more
X-rays or Auger-electrons in coincidence with the angle
resolved projectile. The experimental energetic resolution
of X-rays resp. Auger-electrons merely defines whether
the photon resp. electron comes from the K- or L-shell
but gives no information on the exact electronic config
uration of the collision system. Therefore only a minimum
number of vacancies or occupancies is measured and not
the absolute number of vacancies or occupancies within
a sub set Y of L states. Matehing the experimental ques
tion needs the calculation of the many-particle-hole in
clusive probability PqL~-q~ to find at least qo occupancies
or vacancies in the sub set of L states. P qL?::-q~ is given as
the sum over all inclusive probabilities PqC-q to find ex

actly q:=: qo,· .. , L states occupied and L - q states un
occupied because PqL-qis exclusive within the subset Y.
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Reordering the sum we get:

(12) -0.5

2( 1/2)Starting with (9) and (10) the computational effort to
caleulate the probability PqL~-q~ is reduced, i.e. each de
terminant P.ll"" .r.». for a given combination of states
11'·· ·,!q+i' i= 1,·· ·,L-qo need to be calculated only
once.

3. Application to the scattering system 2.6 MeV Ne9
+

on Ne
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Detailed double-coincidence measurements between an
gle-resolved projectile and KLL- or KLM-Auger-elec
trons are available for the collision system Ne 9 + on Ne
[9,10]. The experiment shows an impact parameter de
pendent variation of the ratio of Auger-electrons coming
from the target (NT) to the sum of those coming from
the projectile and the target (Np +NT). The Ne 9 + pro
jectile bringing one K-shell vacancy into the eollision sys
tem which can be transferred to the Ne target the exper
imentalists interprete this ratio of NT / (Np +NT) as a K
K charge transfer probability
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-3.5
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Fig. 1. Correlation diagram für Ne 9 + - Ne

(13)

(14)

We work with this collision system here, using as an
effective Hamiltonian the Dirac-Fock-Slater (DFS) sin
gle-particle Hamiltonian, and solve the time-dependent
single-particle DFS equation

(h;DFS-ih ;J 'II;(t)=O with

i== 1,... , N.

equations [12-14]

(18)

The wavefunetions lfI i (t) must satisfy the initial eondi
tions for the N electrons

with m = 1,... , M. Inserting ansatz (16) into (14) leads to
the equivalent single-partiele matrix coupled ehannel

Mit

1fI;(t)= L a;m(t)qJ~O(R(t))e -/jSem(R(t'))dt' (16)
m=1

Ta solvc (14) we expand the time-dependent single-par
ticle wavefunctions lfI i (t) into a set of M molecular wav
efunctions {qJMO},

with i = 1, ... , N. Solving this single particle coupled chan
nel equation (18) for all electrons involved in the collision
system results in N sets of asymptotic single-particle am
plitudes {ai}(t = co j].

Figure 1 presents the correlation diagram obtained
from a large number of statie DFS molecular calculations
for the system Ne 9 + - Ne. The two lowest levels 1 (1/2),
and 2(1/2) can asymptotically (R~ + (0) be attributed
to Ne9 + 1s-projectile and Ne 1s-target levels. To allow
an exchange with higher levels we solve the coupled-chan
nel equation (18) using the first 20 relativistic one
particle channels 1 (1/2) ± to 8 (1/2) ± and 1(3/2) ± to
2 (3/2) ± presented in Fig. 1. We chose the initial occu
pation of these 20 levels according to the asymptotic oc
cupation of the separated atoms at t= - 00. We took
all electrons into account obtaining 11 sets of single
particle amplitudes {ai}(t = 00 )} with i = 1, ... , 11 and
j = 1,· .. ,20.

We performed two kind of evaluations to compare
with the experimental results. In the first evaluation we
calculated the probability PKK using a binomial distri
bution. The second evaluation was done using (12). We

(15)

lim (f/I i ( t ) - lfI? ( t )) = 0 with

i== 1,... , N.

[--+ - 00

with i = 1,... , N.
In our case the moleeular basis states qJMO are solu

tions from the static self-eonsistent diatomic Dirac-Fock
Slater (DFS) equation: [11]

hi
DFS (R) <p;;:o (R) = Gm (R) qJ~O (R). (17)
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Table 1. 16 possible final states for the four lowest projectile and
target levels and number of possible KLL-Auger-electrons

Target Projectile KLL-Auger

ls+ Is- Is+ Is- Target Projectile

0 0 0 0 2 2
1 0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 1 2 1
0 0 1 0 2 1
0 1 0 0 1 2
1 1 0 0 0 2
1 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 2 0
0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 0

0.15
b / a.u.
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Fig. 2. Exprimental values for PK K charge transfer from Koch et
al. [9, 10]. Dashed curve: PKK using the single-particle model. Full
curve: PKK using inclusive probability formalism.
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calculated and summed up the impact parameter-de
pendent many-particle-hole probabilities for each many
particle state which, after the collision, can lead to KLL
Auger electrons from the target or the projectile.

• Single particle model
Within the independent particle model the performance
of a 20 channel calculation causes the energetically lowest
levels 1 (1/2) and 2(1/2) (which correspond asymptoti
cally (t == - CX)) to the Neon-projectile 1s shell and Neon
target 1s shell) to experience higher lying L- and M-shells
via radial and rotational coupling. Therefore, the screen
ing effect of higher shells and its influence on charge
transfer is already included in the single particle ampli
tudes. In the particle picture the probability to find at
least one hole in the K-shell of the target is given by

could lead to the KLM-Auger electrons explicitly because
even in the experimental measurements the KLM-rate is
very small compared to the KLL-rate [9].

To match the experimental probability PKK(b) we
summed up the Iß probabilities ; each of them being mul
tiplied by the factor given in the third resp. fourth column
of Table 1. These factors give the number of Auger-elec
trons from the projectile resp. target for the final many
hole particle state under consideration. This summation
leads to the mean number of Auger-electrons Q p resp.
QT available from the projectile resp. target. In analogy
to the evaluation of Koch et al. [9] we now calculated
the probability PKK as

(20)

(19)

where P2(1/2) is the probability to find the 2(1/2) state
populated after the collision.

Figure 2 shows the experimental values [9] for the
probability PKK versus our theoretical values (dashed
curve). Minima and maxima in the oscillatory structure
of the experimental measurements are reproduced but the
quantitativ agreement with experimental values is poor
within the single particle model.

• M any-partiele pieture via inclusiue probabilities
The experimental P KK(b) charge transfer probability can
not be expressed directly in terms of simple inclusive
probabilities. Therefore, as a first step, we calculated the
16 possible final many-particle-hole inclusive probabili
ties for the 4 lowests levels presented in Table 1. To allow
an Auger-decay after the collision we needed additionally
at least two electrons in the L-shells of the projectile and
target. We do not consider many-particle states which

The impact parameter-dependent curve for PKK is shown
in Fig.2 as a full curve. The main shape still compares
with the raw PKK charge transfer probability (dashed
curve). Additionally, the inclusive many-particle-hole
probability gives a good quantitative agreement with ex
perimental data. The comparison of the two theoretical
curves shows that a carefull analysis of how the meas
urements were performed is necessary to answer experi
mental questions. For the collision system 2.6 MeV Ne9 +
on Ne, where Auger-electrons were measured in coinci
dence with the scattered projectile, it is important to take
the L-shells of both, projectile and target into account in
order to answer experimental questions within the for
malism of inclusive probabilities.
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